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ABSTRACT.   For a Riemann domain Í2, a connected complex manifold where

n (n = dimension) globally defined functions form a local system of coordinates at

every point, and an arbitrary holomorphic function / in Í2, the "Riemann surface"

Slf, a maximal holomorphic extension Riemann domain for /, is formed from the

direct limit of a sequence of Riemann domains.   Projective limits are used to con-

struct an envelope of holomorphy for n, a maximal holomorphic extension Riemann

domain for all holomorphic functions in il, which is shown to be the projective

limit space of the "Riemann surfaces" il*.  Then it is shown that the generalized

notion of envelope of holomorphy of an arbitrary subset of a Riemann domain

can also be characterized in a natural way as the projective limit space of a

family of "Riemann surfaces".

Introduction. Unlike the case in C1, it was observed by Hartogs [10] that

there are special domains in C" such that all holomorphic functions in such a

special domain can be holomorphically extended to a larger domain. Thullen in

[16] introduced the notion of "Regularitatshulle" of a "bereich" (domain) and

refuted a conjecture of Aimer by giving an example of a Hartogs domain in C2

such that every holomorphic function could be holomorphically continued, but

not always in a univalent manner, to a larger domain in C2. Later that year

Cartan and Thullen in [6] defined the "Regularitatshulle" of a "domain" to be

the "durchschnitt" of the family of "domains of holomorphy" of functions

holomorphic in the given "domain". The idea of "durchschnitt" was generalized

in [1] (see also [3, p. 179]) and is similar to the notion of a projective (inverse)

limit space. The "durchschnitt" of a family of sets is a subset of the projective

limit of this family, but its topology is stronger than the induced topology on

it from the projective limit space. Given a family of domains in the plane with

a point in common, the "durchschnitt" of this family is the interior of the

intersection, while the projective limit space is homeomorphic to the intersection.
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If the "Regularitätshülle" of a "domain" contained an isomorphic image of the

given "domain", this would correspond to requiring that the map x in Definition

2.1 be injective.

Cartan [7], by means of the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on

C" (whose topology corresponds to the topology of the "durchschnitt"),

proved the existence of an envelope of holomorphy for an arbitrary Riemann

domain (compare [13]). Cartan proved that it was pseudoconvex (based on the

results in [6] ) and that it was unique up to biholomorphism. Oka's solution

of the Levi problem in [14] established that the envelope of holomorphy is a

Stein manifold. In [15] Rossi constructed an envelope of holomorphy of a

Riemann domain £2, which is characterized by the spectrum of the algebra of

holomorphic functions in £2.  Bishop in [2], using Rossi's characterization, proved

the envelope of holomorphy is Stein without relying on Oka's pseudoconvexity

theorem.

In this paper we characterize the envelope of holomorphy of a Riemann

domain £2 as the projective limit space of the family of "Riemann surfaces"

£2f (domain of holomorphy of f) of all holomorphic functions / in £2. We do

not require that 0(£2) separate points in £2 and each £2^- is characterized as the

direct limit space of a sequence of Riemann domains.

First we prove (Lemma 1.4) that a sequence of Riemann domains with

certain properties defines a direct spectrum (as defined in [8, p. 420], also

called direct system) whose direct (inductive) limit space is a Riemann domain

with the same properties.  By forming power series expansions and by repeated

applications of 1.4 we construct the "Riemann surface" £2^. of an arbitrary

holomorphic function / in £2, which is the "domain of holomorphy" for / in

the sense of [9]. Although 0(£2) need not separate points in £2, we prove

that for each/ there is a subset of 0(£2y0 which separates points in £2^..

In §2 we construct an envelope of holomorphy for any Riemann domain

£2, where 0(£2) need not separate points. We do this by preordering 0(£2) and

then considering F'(£2), a special subset of the projective limit of the sets £2^.,

which is given the subspace topology of (n£2p S) where S is a certain stronger

topology than the cartesian product space topology. F'(£2) corresponds to the

classical notion of "durchschnitt" of the "bereichen" £2^. mentioned earlier. We

prove that F'(£2) is an envelope of holomorphy for £2 (Theorem 2.15) using the

lemmas that precede 2.15. That E'(£2) is Stein follows from a theorem due to

Bishop.  Lemmas 2.17 and 2.18 together with some well-known facts about

projective limit spaces establish that the projective limit space £2 of the projective

spectrum (system) {£2^; >Py } over Ö(£2) is an envelope of holomorphy for £2
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and that a certain subset of u(£2) separates points in £2. Also, we obtain that

£2 = E'(ü) (Corollary 2.20).

For an example of a Riemann domain £2 for which Ö(£2) does not separate

points, but whose envelope of holomorphy is a polydisc, see [3, p. 177].

In §3 we first give two easy theorems for envelopes of holomorphy of

Riemann domains which follow immediately from the projective limit space

characterization.

Harvey and Wells introduced in [11] the notion of an envelope of holomor-

phy of an arbitrary subset S of a Stein manifold which is defined to be the

projective limit space of the Rossi envelopes of holomorphy of a fundamental

system of neighborhoods of 5.  Theorem 3.3 shows that the Harvey-Wells enve-

lope of holomorphy of an arbitrary connected set S in a Riemann domain can

be characterized as the projective limit space of the "Riemann surfaces" £2^,

where fG 0(5). This is then used to obtain a characterization of holomorphically

convex connected sets in a holomorphically convex Riemann domain, which is

given by Theorem 3.4.

Finally in a remark we show that the notion of envelope of holomorphy

of a Riemann domain viewed as the projective limit space of "Riemann surfaces"

is a formal analogue of the notion of convex hull of a domain.

It would be interesting to see if this projective limit space characterization

of a Riemann domain is helpful in quantum field theory since the applications

to this area of physics led Vladimirov to write in [17, p. VII], "methods of

constructing envelopes of holomorphy ... are of supreme interest in quantum

field theory."

The author would like to thank Professor F. Reese Harvey and the referee

for several helpful suggestions.

I. Notation and preliminaries, a denotes an n-tuple (at, . . . , a„) where

<Xj is a nonnegative integer, 1 </ < n.  We shall call a a multiorder.  |a| =

ai + "• + an and a! = <*i! '•' anl> a" = (3/3*1 )a 1 •" @ßzn)an and (z-rj)a =

(Zj - r)iTl '" (z„ - V„Tn. A\B is a notation for A n CB where CB denotes

the complement of B. A CC B means 2 is a compact subset of B. f\A means

the restriction of /to A and dA is the boundary of A.  X/R means the quotient

space of X determined by the equivalence relation R.  A(z, e) denotes the poly-

disc {wGC": |wy-2/|<e, 1 </<«}.

We take the following definition of Riemann domain:

Definition 1.1.   A complex connected manifold £2 of dimension n is

called a Riemann domain if there is a local biholomorphism it: £2 —► C", that

is, TT forms a local system of coordinates at every point (it is called the spread

of £2 in C").
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For z G £2, we denote by N(z, e) the neighborhood of z which is mapped

biholomorphically by rt onto A(zr(z), e). The distance function on £2 is defined by

d(z) = sup{e: N(z, e) exists}.

A function / is holomorphic on the Riemann domain £2 if for each z G £2,

/ ° i//z is holomorphic on A(7r(z), e) for all e < d(z) where \pz is the inverse of

the restriction of zr to N(z, e). The space of holomorphic functions on £2 is de-

noted by 0(£2). Any subset A of (J(£2) is said to separate points in £2 if when-

ever z, and z2 are different points in £2, then/(z,) ¥= f(z2) for some/G A.  It

is often required in the definition of Riemann domain that holomorphic functions

separate points, however, we do not need to do so in this work.

Let/G ö(£2), we define

t(/ z,) = sup{e: the power series for/0 \¡jz   converges in A(7r(z,), e)}.

It follows from the study of Reinhardt domains that 7r(/, z,) > d(Zj).

The proof of Proposition 2 of [9, p. 44] shows that a Riemann domain £2

is countable at infinity, that is, £2 is a countable union of compact sets.

Let AT be a compact subset of £2; we define the Ö(£2)-hull Kn of K by

Kn = {zG £2: |/(z)| < sup|/|,/G 0(£2)}.

£2 is said to be holomorphically convex if A^n C C £2 for every compact set K C

£2.

Definition 1.2. A pair (£2, /) is a Riemann domain £2 together with a

function/G 0(£2).

Definition 1.3. The pair (£2, /) is called a holomorphic extension of the

pair (£2, /) if there is a local biholomorphism x: £2 ""♦ £2 such that / ° x = / hi
*■**• f*U *N*

£2 and n ° x = t hi £2 (where it and it are the spreads of £2 and £2 respectively).

If x is also injective, then (£2, / ) is called a natural holomorphic extension of

(£2,/).
Remark.   Let 7ry- denote the /th coordinate of zr. Then the condition zr °

X = 7T in 1.3 means that the /th coordinate of n extends to the /th coordinate of

77.

We now construct the "Riemann surface" or maximal holomorphic extension

of a pair (£2, /) by constructing a sequence of Riemann domains {£2„}, where

each £2„ is the direct limit (inductive limit) of a sequence of Riemann domains,

and then taking the direct limit of {£2„}. We give this dressed up version of the

classical construction of the "Riemann surface" £2^ for (£2, /) rather than invoking

the more elegant sheaf theoretic result because of duality between direct limits

and projective limits (inverse limits) and because we obtain that a special proper

subset of 0(£2y) separates points in £2^, and that if £2 C C", then £2 imbeds in Slf.
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We shall repeatedly apply

Lemma 1.4. Let {(£l¡,f¡): i = 1, 2, . . .} be a sequence of pairs such that

for each i, (£2/+ v fi+l) is a holomorphic extension of (£2f, f¡) and {daf¡: a is

any multiorder} U {n¡.: j = 1, . . . , n} (where itj. is the jth coordinate of the

spread nt: £2,. —* C") separates points in £2,-.  Then whenever i </, there exists a

local biholomorphism #«: £2f —► £2- such that the family {£2,-; \//(.} is a direct

spectrum and its direct limit space £2°° can be given the structure of a Riemann

domain with spread ir°°.  Furthermore, there exists f°° G Ö(£2") such that

(£2°°, f°°) is a holomorphic extension o/(£2(-,/j)/or each i and {daf°°: a is any

multiorder} U {nj°: j = 1,..., n} (where irj° is the jth coordinate ofit°°) separates

points in £2°°.

Proof.   We have the commutative diagram:

*]       fi\ fÁ
Xi »£2, -^-*Í2£2j ->■ is2 ' "3

C"
id *C"

id + C"

Then {£2,-; t//,y} is aFor í </, we define ̂ ¡¡: £2,. -+ £2y by ipif. = X/ ° • • • ° x,-

direct spectrum and the families {ir¡: i = 1, 2, . . .} and {/•: i = 1, 2, . . .} are

maps of this direct spectrum into C" and C respectively.  Let p¡ be the composi-

tion of the projection p: 2£2I- —► £2°° and the inclusion map t,-: £2f —► 2£2/

(where 2£2,- is the free union of the spaces £2,. and £2°° = 2£2I//? where R is the

equivalence relation in S£2/ defined by z R w if there are points z¡ G £2(- and

Wj G £2;- with i¡(z¡) = z and iy-(w-) = w, such that for some integer k,i<k >j,

^iÁz¡) ~ ^jk(wj))- ^y 1-5 of [8, P- 422], there exist continuous maps 7r°° and

f°° such that for each /, the diagram

is commutative. We see that each p¡ is locally injective since each v¡ is locally
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injective. We now use this fact to show that p¡ is a local homeomorphism.  Let

Ube any open set in S£2(-. Take any z G p_1(p(í/)) and find u G U such that

p(z) = p(u). By the definition of £2°° there exist integers, i, j, k and points z¡ G

£2(. and u¡ G £2;- such tnat ^^(z,) = ty¡k(uj) where i¡(z¡) = z and i-(m-) = m.

Since i//lfc and 1//,fc are local biholomorphisms we can find neighborhoods A^. of

z¡ and Mj of u¡ such that i>ik(N¡) = ty¡k(M¡) where i¡(M¡) = M C U.  Hence there

is a neighborhood N of z, where A^ = i¡(N¡), such that p(/V) C p(U). This proves

that p-1(p(U)) is open in S£2f.  Since p is an identification, p(U) must be open

in £2°°. Thus p is an open map, and so p¡, being the composition of open maps,

is open. Therefore, p(- is a local homeomorphism.

We now show that £2°° is Hausdorff and connected.  Let x and y be distinct

points in £2°°. Then for some i there are points x¡ G pjl(x) and yi G pjl(y),

and there are disjoint open neighborhoods N of x¡ and M ofy¡ such that the

restrictions of p¡ to N and M are homeomorphisms.  Let A = {(z, w) G £2,- x £2f:

pfz) = p¡(w)}. Then A is closed in £2,- x £2(. and (N x M)\A is an open neighbor-

hood of (x, y) in £2(- x £2,.. Therefore, there exist open sets U and V in £2,- such

that (x, y) G U x V C (N x 7tf)\,4.  Then pfU) and p,(K) are disjoint open

neighborhoods of x and y respectively. Thus £2°° is Hausdorff. Now take any

connected set C in £2f containing x¡ and y¡, then p¡(C) is connected and contains

x and y.  It follows then that £2" is connected since any two points in £2°° are

contained in a connected subset of £2°°.

Let z G £2™. Then for some z and any point zi G pjl(z), we can find a

neighborhood Wz of z and a homeomorphism oz: Wz —*■ ffz(Wz) C £2,- (where

a2 is the inverse of the restriction of p¡ to an appropriate neighborhood of z).

From the preceding diagram we can see that n°°\Wz = n¡ ° az. Since Tr(- is a local

homeomorphism, it follows then that 7r°° is a local homeomorphism also.

If we give £2™ the complex structure induced by 7r°°, then it is clear that

£2" is a Riemann domain with spread n°° and that p¡ is a local biholomorphism.

Thus the map oz is a biholomorphism for each z G £2™. Since f°°\Wz = f¡° oz

and f¡ G 0(£l¡), we have that f°° G 0(£2°°). Therefore, by the commutativity of

the diagram we see that for each i, (£2°°, f°°) is a holomorphic extension of

(£2,-, /,-). Now take distinct points z and w in £2°°. Then for some i, there are

distinct points z¡ and w¡ in £2,- such that 9a(/°°(p,(zí))) = 9a(/i(zi)) and

3a(/°°(P/(w,))) = 9a(/Xw,.)) Va. Since {3a/;.: a is any multiorder} U {tt(/: / = 1,

. . . , zz} separates points in Í2f, then there exists a such that da(f°°(z)) #

9a(/°°(w)) or there exists /, 1 </ < zz, such that 7r"(z) = ttí.(z¡) ± n¡íy/¡, =

7rJ°(vv). Hence {daf°°: a is any multiorder} U {zr": / = 1, . . . , zz} separates

points in £2™. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 1.5. Let £2 be a Riemann domain.   Then associated to each f G
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ö(£2), there is a Riemann domain £2^ with spread ny and a function f G Ö(£2/-)

such that

(i) df(z) = t(/ , z) for every z Güj- (where df is the distance function on

(ii) {9°/ : a is any multiorder} U {ny.: / = 1, . . . , n} separates points in

SI* (where itf. is the jth coordinate of ny);

(in) the pair (£2^, f) is a holomorphic extension of the pair (£2, /). Further-

more, i/fiCC", then (£2^,/) is a natural holomorphic extension o/(£2, /).

Proof.  We shall first holomorphically continue / by the classical method

of forming power series expansions.

Let z G £2 and let i//z be the inverse of the restriction of n to N(z, e) where

e < d(z). The derivative daf(z) is defined by daf(z) = ba(f(\IJz(v))) where tt(z)

= ij£ A(7r(z), e). Thus 9°/ G £)(£2) and the power series expansion for / about

the point Zj is given by

£ (7r(z)-7r(z1))a3a/(z1)/<*! = £ (U-^W/0 «/Oij?,)/«!
or a

(where tt(Zi) = 7jj).

Then the power series defines a holomorphic function /z    in

A(7r(z,), r(f, z,)) where /z, = /° ■//,, in Afr^), ¿(z^) and (3a/)z, - 3a(/M)

in A(7r(Zj), t(/, z,)). Denote AíflíZj), t(/, z,)) by Aj and let £2 + Aj be the

free union of £2 and Ar We define an equivalence relation R in £2 + Ax as

follows:

Deßne baF: £2 + Aj -+ C by

daF(z) =

and define P: £2 + Aj —> C" by

/>(z) =

9a/(co)     ift„(<y) = z,

3a/ZlW   iftAj3a/ZlW   ifiA(v) = z,

<w)    if tn(c;) = z,

where tn: £2 —► £2 + Aj and iAj: Aj —*■ £2 + Ax are the natural inclusion maps.

We define zRw<> daF(z) = 3aF(w)Va, and P(z) = P(w). Thus

R = fl i(z' w) e (£2 + A,) x (£2 + A!): 9aF(z) = daF(w)}
a

n {(z, w) G (£2 + A,) x (£2 + Aj): P(z) = P(w)}.
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Since daF(z) - daF(w) and P(z) - P(w) define continuous functions on (£2 + A,)

x (£2 + A,), it follows that R is a closed set. We now use this fact to show that

£2 + A, is Hausdorff.

Let U be any open set in £2 + A, and set

RU = {z G £2 + A, : z R u for some « G U).

Take any (z, u)GR where uGU.

Case 1.  Suppose there exist co and r¡ such that in(co) = z and iA(rj) = u.

Then zr(co) = tj and for all w G N(cj, e) with e < d(co), we have that

f(w) = £ (<w) - 7r(co))a9a/M/tv! = J (p - r,fdafzM/al
a a

where ir(w) = v. If e is so small that iA(7r(/V(co, e))) C U, then /(w) = /z ,(u)

for all w G A/(co, e) where tA(u) G U and zr(w) = u.   This implies that

(in(w)) R (iA(v)) for all w GN(co, e) where v = rr(w) and iA(v) G U.  Set A7, =

in(zV(co, e)), then it follows that A7, is a neighborhood of z such that each point

in A^j is equivalent to some point in U.  Thus we have that Nx C RU.

Case 2. Suppose there exist co and rj such that in(co) = u and iA0?) = z.

Then just as in Case 1 we can form the power series for /„ and / about rj and co

respectively.  From this we see that there exists A(t7, e) C A, such that for all

y G A(r?, e), ^^(y) G U.   Set N2 = iA(A(r¡, e)), then N2 is a neighborhood of z

such that each point in N2 is equivalent to some point in U.  This means that

N2 CRU.

Case 3. Suppose there exist points co, and co2 in £2 such that tn(co,) = z

and in(co2) = zz.  Since z R wwe have that P(z) = 7r(co,) = zr(co2) = P(u) and

9a/(co,) = 9tt/(co2) = 9TOw,(t,)) = 3a/(*W2fo)) V« (where r, = 7r(co,) =

7t(co2)). As before a consideration of the power series expansion for each shows

that there exists a neighborhood of z, N3 C £2 + A,, such that every point in

A^3 is equivalent to some point in U.

If Tj, and t?2 are distinct points in A,, then ia(tj,) and iA(z?2) cannot be

equivalent. Thus if z R u, where u G U, then z and u must be as in Cases 1, 2

or 3. Since in each case there is a neighborhood of z contained in Ft/, we have

that RU is open in £2 + A,. From this it follows by 4.2 of [8, p. 125] that the

projection p: £2 + A, —► (£2 + A,)/F is an open map. This and the fact that

R is closed in (£2 + A,) x (£2 + A,) establishes by 1.6 of [8, p. 140] that the

quotient space (£2 + A,)/F is Hausdorff.

Since P is constant on each fiber p~x(z), we can define a function q:

(£2 + A,)/F —»• C" by q(z) = P(p_1(z)).  By 3.2 of [8, p. 123] q is continuous

and the diagram
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ln p
£2 -f £2 + Aj -Z~+ (£2 + A,)//?

«JiU   c"   -^     c"

is commutative. We see that p is locally injective since Pis a local homeomorphism.

Hence p, being open and continuous, is a local homeomorphism also.  It is clear

from the diagram above, then, that q is a local homeomorphism.  Since zx R r\x

(where 7r(zx) = t\x) every two points in (£2 + AX)¡R can be connected. Thus

(£2 + A,)//? is connected. We now give £2 + Aj and (£2 + AX)\R the complex

structure induced by P and q respectively. Then (£2 + A,)//? is a Riemann

domain with spread q and all the maps in the above diagram are local biholomor-

phisms.

Define x: £2 ~► (ß + A,)//2 by x = P ° 'n and define fx by

/iC0 =
f(x~l(?))   lfjcexcn),

fZi(q(z))       ifq(z)GA1.

Then x is a local biholomorphism and fx G Ö((£2 + Aj)//?). Since /is constant

on each fiber x-1(z)> we have that fx ° x = f hi £2 and from the preceding

diagram we see that q ° x = " hi £2. Hence the pair ((£2 4- AJ/R, fx) is a

holomorphic extension of the pair (£2,/). By the definition of R, we have that

{9a/1 : a is any multiorder} U {q¡: j = 1, . . . , n} separate points in (£2 + Ax)/R

(where q, is the /th coordinate of q). Note that there is a neighborhood of x(zi)

such that the restriction of q to this neighborhood is a biholomorphism onto Aj

(recall Aj = A(tt(Zj), r(/, Zj))).  Let dx be the distance function on (£2 + Aj)//?,

then cf.ixfzj)) - T(fx, x(z,)).

Denote (£2 4- Ax)/R by £2ZJ and q by iri. Now take a countable dense

subset {Zj, z2, . . . } of £2 and construct the sequence of pairs {(£2Zj, /•): i =

1, 2, . . . } as follows: Let A2 be the polydisc A(tt(z2), t(/, z2)). Just as before

we construct a holomorphic extension (£2Z2, /2) of the pair (£2Zl, /j) by identify-

ing points in £2Z j 4- A2. Thus we obtain a local biholomorphism Xi: ^z j —*

£2Z2, a spread 7r2: £2Z, —■*■ C" and/2 G Ö(£2Z2) such that/2 ° Xi —ft in £2ZJ

and f2 ° Xi = n\ in £2Z1. If we let d2 denote the distance function in £2Z2,

then d(xl(x(zi))) = r(f, z,) and d(Xi(x(z2))) = K£ z2)>that is> *2 restricted to

suitable neighborhoods of Xi(x(zi)) and Xi(x(z2))> respectively, defines biholomor-

phisms onto Ax and A2 respectively. Then we take z3 and similarly extend

(£2Z2, /2) to the pair (£2Z3, /3).Thus we obtain the sequence of pairs
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{(£2Zí, f¡): i = 1, 2, . . . } such that (£2Z/+,,/)•+,) is a holomorphic extension of

(£2Z/, f¡) for each i. Set Ak = A(zr(zfe), t(/, zfc)), then the spread n¡: £2Z/ —> C"

restricted to suitable neighborhoods of the images of each of the points zk (1 <

k < z), respectively, will define biholomorphisms onto each Ak. Also, it is clear

from the construction of £2ZJ then, that {9a/-: a is any multiorder} U {n¡.: j =

1, . . . , «} separates points in £2f for all /.  By Lemma 1.4 there exists a pair

(£2°°, /") which is, in particular, a holomorphic extension of (£2,, /,). Since

(£2,, /,) extends (£2, /), we obtain that (£2°°, f°°) is a holomorphic extension of

(£2, /). Let x°° : £2 ~* £2°° be the local biholomorphism that extends / and each

coordinate zr- to /°° and zrj° respectively. Since the distance function, d°°, on

£2°° is continuous and {z,, z2, . . . } is dense in £2, it follows that for any w G

Xo„(£2) C £2°°, d°°(M>) = r(/°°, w) = r(/, z)(where x»(z) = w)- From the second

diagram in Lemma 1.4, we see that {daf: a is any multiorder} U {zr™, / = 1, . . . ,

zz} separates points in £2°° (note that we do not need for 0(£2) or {daf: a is any

multiorder} U {n-: / = 1, . . . , zz} to separate points in £2).

Denote the pair (£2°°, /°°) by (£2~, /"). Now reapplying the same procedure

to (£2™, /~) that we applied to (£2, /) in constructing (£2", /~), we form a

sequence of pairs from which we obtain, by Lemma 1.4, a pair (£l2, f2) such

that (£22°, f2) is a holomorphic extension of (£2", /") and {9°/2: a is any multi-

order} U [it2: / = 1, . . . , zz} (where zr2. is the /th coordinate of the spread zr™ :

£22 —► C") separates points in £2".  Iterating we obtain the sequence of pairs

{(£2™, /"): i = 1, 2, . . . } such that, for each i, (£2°^.,, /," ,) extends (£2", /")

and {9a/J° : a is any multiorder} U {zr": / = 1,. . . , zz} separates points in £2,-

(zr" is the /-coordinate of the spread zrj°: £2" —► C"). Hence it follows from

Lemma 1.4 that there exists a pair (£2y. ,T) such that {9°/ : a is any multiorder}

U {iTf.: / = 1, . . . , «} separates points in £2^- (where tif. is the /-coordinate of

the spread zr^-: £2^- —»■ C"), and (£2^-, / ) is a holomorphic extension of (£2™, /■)

for each z.  Since (£2", /,) is a holomorphic extension of (£2, /), we have that

(£2y, / ) is a holomorphic extension of (£2, /). Thus there exists a local biholomor-

phism x/- £2 —* £2^ such that / ° X/ = / hi £2 and zr^- ° Xf = it in £2.

If df(z) < r(f, z) for some z G £2^-, then for some í there exists a point

w G £2™, where p¡(w) = z (p. is defined in Lemma 1.4), such that the power series

for / at z, 2a(îj - Ty(z))a9a/(z)/a!, converges in A(zr^(z), r(f, z)) and coincides

with the power series for/J° at w, 2a(z? - zr"(w))0:9a!/J°(w)/a!, since 7iy(z) =

ir°°(w). Now there exist neighborhoods N of z and M of w such that the inverses

of the restrictions of ny and zr" to Af and M, respectively, and p¡ restricted to M

aie biholomorphisms and hence

9*/(z) = go/í.zrj'íX)) = 9a/(ßibrr'm = w_1w) - W
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(where X = nf(z) = n°°(w)). This means that A(nf(z), r(/, z)) C tt," 1(£2,~ j).

By the construction of £2^, it follows that A(ny(z), r(f, z)) C ny(£2A which is a

contradiction. Since/ G Ö(£2y), we can conclude that dJz) = t(T, z)Vz G £7y.

If £2 is a domain in C" with spread the identity map on C", then the map

X/- £2 —► £2^ is injective since ny restricted to X/(£2) is injective. This completes

the proof.

Remarks.   Even if 0(£2) separates points in £2, (£2p /) may not be a

natural holomorphic extension of the pair (£2, /), for example, £2 may be non-

schlicht but £2^ C C". So nothing is gained in Theorem 1.5 when ö(£2) separates

points in £2. A Riemann domain is said to be nonschlicht whenever its spread is

not injective.

By Theorem 7 in [9, p. 47] we have

Lemma 1.6. Let SI be a Riemann domain and let f G £)(£2).  Then for any

compact set K C £2^, df(Kn f) = dJK).

Theorem 17 in [9, p. 54] shows that £2^- is holomorphically convex. Thus

£2^. is a Stein manifold.

Remark. The proof of Theorem 17 of [9, p. 54] does not depend on a

solution of the Levi problem and is based on the work of Bishop in [2].

II. Envelope of holomorphy of a Riemann domain. We define the notion

of envelope of holomorphy of a Riemann domain £2 by properties it is to have.

Later we offer an alternate definition.

Definition 2.1.  Let £2 be a Riemann domain with spread n: £2 —+ C".

Then any Riemann domain £2 with spread ■n: £2 —> C" is called an envelope of

holomorphy of £2 if £2 is a Stein manifold and if there exists a local biholomor-

phism x: £2 ~"*■ Œ such that

(0 ff *■ X - P in £2, and

(ii) for each / G 0(£2) there is a function / G Ö(£2) such that T ° X=f

in £2.

Remarks.   It is common to speak of the envelope of holomorphy since

envelopes of holomorphy of the same Riemann domain are biholomorphic, how-

ever, here we use the article an to emphasize different representations. If in 2.1

we were to require that Ö(£2) separate points in £2, which is usually done, then

the map x: ß ~~* X(^) c ** would be a biholomorphism onto x(^)-

We now construct an envelope of holomorphy for a Riemann domain £2

from the family {£2^-: /£ 0(£2)} of "Riemann surfaces" of functions holomorphic

in £2.

By Theorem 1.5 for any Riemann domain £2 with spread n and any / G 0(£2)

there exist a Riemann domain £2y with spread «y and a local biholomorphism xf-
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£2 —► £2y such that ny ° x = tt in £2.  We use this to define a preordering in Ö(£2).

Definition 2.2.  For / and g G Ö(£2), we define g<fif and only if there

exists a local biholomorphism \¡Jfg: £2^ —► £2   such that the diagram

f<

is commutative.

Lemma 2.3. Ifh<g<f then i//^ = \¡/hg ° \pfg in fy.

Proof.   From the diagram we see that (\phg ° \¡>fg) ° X/= ^hg ° Xg = Xh

in £2 and \¡jgh ° X/ = X^ in £2. Thus í//^ = \¡Jhg ° \¡jj-g in X/(^), an open connected

set in £2y.  Hence, by the uniqueness of analytic continuation, i//^, = \phg ° tyjg

in Slf.

Lemma 2.3 implies that the family {£2^; ip*■ } is a projective spectrum over

0(£2) with spaces £2^ and connecting maps ipf■ , where 0(£2) is preordered by <.

The notion of projective (inverse) spectrum is defined in [8, p. 427].

Definition 2.4. The topological space (fifty, S) is the cartesian product

over 0(£2) of the sets £2^ with topology determined by the basis {flfUf-: for each

/£ 0(£2), uf is an open set in the Riemann domain £2y and for each^ G fl^Up

there exist 9y > 0 and neighborhoods N(pg(y), 9y) of pg(y) for each g G Ö(£2)

such that N(pg(y), 9y) C u   and the restriction of each jr. to N(pg(y), 9y) is a

biholomorphism onto each polydisc A(7r   ° Pg(y), 9 )}, where rr   is the spread

of £2^ into C" and pg: (ILfy, S) —► £2^. is projection onto the gth factor.

We now consider the projective limit of the projective spectrum {£2^-: \pfg}

with the induced topology from (Ufty, S).

Definition 2.5. We define the S-projective limit space, S(£2), of the

projective spectrum {£2p tfi,■} as the subspace of (n^£2^, S),

S(£2) =h e Hty: ifg<f, then pg(y) = \¡Jfg « P/(v)|.

We let £2 be the projective limit space of the projective spectrum {£2^-; <Pfg}, thus

£2 is the set S(£2) with the topology induced by the cartesian product topology

in n/£2/.
Definition 2.6. For each/G Ö(£2), let p¡ denote projection onto £2y and

let df be the distance function on ty. We define dx: S(£2) —* R+ (nonnegative

reals) by
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Let S°(£2) = {y G S(£2): d„(y) >0}. Then for any z G S°(£2) there exists 9Z >

0 such that df ° pf(z) >9z\/fC 0(£2).

Definition 2.7. Let F(£2) be the subspace of S(£2) defined by

F(£2) = {y G S°(£2): ny ° pf(y) = ng • Pg(y) V/, g G ö(£2)}.

We denote by E the set F(£2) with the topology induced by Ufü,f. Then

the topology in F(£2) is stronger than the topology in E. To see this let uf be

open in £2^ for each / G Ö(£2), where u* = £2f except for finitely many /  Then

F(£2) D X\fUf is open in F(£2) since for each y G F(£2) n X\fuf there exists 0y

such that df ° p¡(y) > 0yV/G Ö(£2). Thus, since the restriction of p¡ to E is

continuous, we have that the restriction of p* to F(£2), which we denote by \pj-,

is also continuous.

E, being a subspace of rL£2y, is Hausdorff since each £2^- is Hausdorff.

Therefore F(£2) is a Hausdorff space. We now show that F(£2) is a complex

analytic manifold of dimension n.

From the maps x/- & ~+ %•> we define the function Xe: ß —* Hy£2^ by

XE(Z) = iXf(z)} G n/£2/. We now show that F(£2) ¥=0.

Lemma 2.8. xE(ß) c F(£2).

Proof.  Take any z G £2. Then for each / G ö(£2), we have df(Xf(z)) >

d(z) > 0 where d is the distance function on £2. Thus d„,(xE(z)) = infy dy(xy(z))

> d(z) > 0. This means that Xe(z) e S°(£2). We see from the diagram in

Definition 2.2 that V/, g G Ü(£2),

nf ° P/OfeOO) ~ *f(Xf(z)) = n(z) = irg(Xg(z)) = itg ° pg(xE(.z))-

Therefore xE(z) e F(£2), which completes the proof.

Note that Lemma 2.8 means that x^ Œ —*F(£2) C Ily£2^.

From the definition of F(£2) (2.6) we have that for each fixed z G F(£2),

Try ° \pf(z) is constant V/G 0(£2). We define the function tte: F(£2) —*■ C by

%0) " 1/ ° ^/O)   for any / G Ü(£2).

Then 7re is continuous since zr^ and i//y are continuous. It is clear that itE ° Xe =

n in £2. Hence the diagram

-F(£2)

id id
C" >   C" —=-+ C

is commutative for each / G Ö(£2).
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Lemma 2.9.  nE is a local homeomorphism.

Proof.   Take any z G £"(£2) and any neighborhood of z, U.  We find a

neighborhood of z such that nE restricted to this neighborhood is injective and

open.

There exists 9Z > 0 such that for each/G Ö(£2), there is a neighborhood

Ay of iif(z) such that the restriction of ti* to N* is a homeomorphism onto

A(ny » \¡jf(z), 9Z), where £"(£2) n XlfNf C U.   Let V = £(£2) n ILJVy; then V C

f/ is an open neighborhood of z in £"(£2) and tte is injective on V.  This is true

because if n^y^ = nE(y2) and yx, y2 G V, then ny ° i/^Cv, ) = ny ° ^y(>2) for

each /   Since tyf(yx), </yCv2) G Ay and ny is injective on Ay, we would have that

^/(Ji) = 4>f(j>2) f°r any/G 0(£2). This means thatyx = v2.

Now we show that ^(l7) is open in C".  For any r¡ G A(nE(z), 9Z) there is

a unique point wy G Ay, for each / such that fly(wy) = 77.  Let w = {wA G

11^ Ay.  Then w G £(£2).  To see this consider any f, g G Ö(£2) such that g <f.

Then \p^g(\¡/^(z)) = i/^(z) and i//^(Ay) «■ A^, in fact, \J-y-  restricted to Ay is a

biholomorphism onto A7..  It follows then that \pf (w/) = \¡/fg(w) since ny and

ng are injective on Ay and A^, respectively, and nyfuy) = ng(wg) with uy G N¡

and wÄ G A7 . Thus for each 77 in the polydisc A(nE(z), 9Z) there exists w G V

such that irE(w) = 17. This means that nE(V) = A(nE(z), 9Z), an open set in C".

This shows that nE is an open map and is locally injective.  Since nE is continuous,

we can conclude that tte is a local homeomorphism, which completes the proof.

From the preceding diagram, we see that Xe *s a local homeomorphism also.

We give £(£2) the complex structure induced by tte. Then £(£2) is an n-dimen-

sional complex analytic manifold and rr^ is a local biholomorphism.  Hence Xe

is a local biholomorphism.

Since £2 is a Riemann domain, we have that Xe(&) *s an open connected set

in £(£2).  Let £'(£2) be the component of £(£2) containing x^i^)- Then £'(£2)

is open in £(£2) because £(£2) is locally connected.  Let tte-, Xe' and <¿y be the

restrictions to £'(£2) of nE, Xe and </v, respectively. Then £'(£2) is a Riemann

domain with spread nE' and the diagram

is commutative for each / G Ö(£2).  Furthermore all maps in the diagram are local

biholomorphisms.
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Lemma 2.10. For each f G ¿)(£2) there exists fE- G Ö(F'(£2)) such that

/£•' ° XE' "/*» O-

Proof.  Take any/G 0(£2).  By Theorem 1.5 there exists/ G 0(Slf) such

that / » xf = f in £2.  Let fE< = /' ° \¡j'f. Then fE> G 0(E'(ü)) and

fE'0XE-=f °Wf°XE-)=f °Xf = f

in £2, which proves the lemma.

Lemma 2.11.   0(F'(£2)) separates points in F'(£2).

Proof.  Take any two distinct points z, and z2 in F'(£2). Then for some

/G 0(£2), \¡v(z,) # ^}(z2).  From Theorem 1.5 we have that 0(£2y) separates

points in £2y. Thus there exists h G 0(£lf) such that /z(i//|(z,)) ^ Ä(ip^.(z2)).

Since h ° \p'fG (}(F'(£2)), the lemma is proved.

Let d^ be the restriction of d„ to F'(£2), where d„ is defined as in Definition

2.6.

Lemma 2.12. d'^ is the distance function on F'(£2).

Proof. Let dE< be the distance function on E'. We show that dE- = d'x.

Take any z G F'(£2). Let d^iz) = 9Z > 0 and let dE-(z) = <pz>0. By the def-

inition of dl», we have that for each /G ö(£2), df ° \¡Jf(z) > 9Z, where df is the

distance function on £2^-. This means that for each/ there exists a neighborhood

A^- of \¡Jf(z) such that irf restricted to N¡ is a biholomorphism onto A(ttE'(z), 9Z).

Thus V = F'(£2) n n JVy is a neighborhood of z such that zz^- restricted to F is a

biholomorphism onto Afjr^z), 9Z). This implies that <pz >9Z.

However, since dE>(z) = tpz there is a neighborhood U of z such that zrg.»,

restricted to ¿7, is a biholomorphism onto A(nE>(z), <pz). Then for each/ i/^(£V)

is open in £2^- and zr^ restricted to ty'ÂU) is a biholomorphism onto A(itE-(z), ¡pz).

This means that df ° ty'f(z) ><pz\/fG ö(£2). Therefore 9z><pz- We conclude

that 9Z = </>z, which proves the lemma.

d'„, being the distance function on F'(£2), is continuous. We now show that

F'(£2) is holomorphically convex.

Let A" be a compact subset of F'(£2).  Let KE^n^ denote the 0(F'(£2))-hull

of AT and for each/G 0(£2), let úffinf denote the OifyVhull of \p'f(K).

Lemma 2.13. For any compact set K C F'(£2), ^f(KE^ny) C 4i'f(K)çif

foreachfGOÇl).

Proof.   For any /G (?(£2), take any point \p'¡(z) G Vf(KE\si))- Then f°r

each gE> G 0(E'(ü)) we have that \gE<(z)\ < sup^ \g\. Now for each h G 0(üf),
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ft ° \p'f G 0(E'(£l)). Hence for every such ft,

\h(i¡i'(z))\ <supino i¡,'\=   sup  |ft|.

K '        *'f(K)

This means that lfy(z) e ^Wn« which proves the lemma.

Lemma 2.14. For any compact set K C £'(£2), <C(K) = <C(£j5'(n)).

Proof.   From the preceding lemma we have that for each/G ö(£2), ty'AK)

C Vf(KE'(n)) C $}(F)nr This implies that for each/ df(\p'f(K)) > dfWf(KE-(a)))

>df($}(k)nf). By Lemma 1.6, df(\p'f(K)) = d^^^)^) and therefore df(ip'f(K)) =

df($'f(KEwn\)) for each/G Ö(£2). It follows from this and the continuity of

d'„ that

d'„(K) = infdf° *f(K) = Mdf° i>f(KE.m) = dl(KE-(a)).

This proves the lemma.

From the remark preceding Definition 1.2, £'(£2) is countable at infinity

and Theorem 17 of [9, p. 54] shows that £'(£2) is holomorphically convex. Hence

£'(£2) is a Stein manifold. This together with Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 and the

preceding diagram establish

Theorem 2.15. Let SI be a Riemann domain.  Then £'(£2) is an envelope

of holomorphy for £2.

Corollary 2.16. //£2 is a Riemann domain such that 0(£2) separates

points in £2, then Xe': Q —* Xe'(^) c £"'(£2) is a biholomorphism onto Xê'(Œ).

Proof.  Let zx and z2 be any two distinct points in £2. Then there exists

/G 0(£2) such that/fzj) =É/(z2).  Let/¿- be the unique function in Ü(£'(£2))

such that/^' ° Xe' = /in £2. Thus

/(zi) =fE'(XE<zi)) */£'(x¿Kz2)) =/(z2).

which implies that X£'(zi) l* Xe'(z2)- This proves the lemma.

We now show that £2 (as defined in 2.5) is an envelope of holomorphy for

£2.

Lemma 2.17. Let SI be a Riemann domain.  Then there exists a function

ft G Ö(£2) such that the map \jj'h: £'(£2) —*• Slh is a biholomorphism onto Slh.

Proof. Since £'(£2) is a holomorphically convex Riemann domain there

exists hE< G ö(£'(£2)) such that d'Jz) = r(hE; z) for all z G £'(£2). Just as in

Theorem 1.5 we form (E'(Sl))hE>. Since £'(£2) separates points in £'(£2) and
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dloOO = r(hE; z) Vz G F'(£2), we have that (F'(£2))ft£.. = F'(£2) and {dahE-: a is

any multiorder} U {zr^: / = 1, . . . , zz} separates points in F'(£2), where irE'. is

the /th coordinate of irE>. Let h = hE> ° xE' G Ü(£2). By Theorem 1.5 there

exists £2ft and h G 0(£2ft) such that h ° x„ = h in £2. Hence, by the principle

of analytic continuation, h ° ip'h = hE> in F'(£2) and (dah ) ° ip'h = dahE> in

F'(£2) for any multiorder a. Take any two distinct points z, and z2 in F'(£2).

Then either dahE'(z1) =£ bahE>(z2) for some multiorder a or zr£'.(z,) ¥= irE'Xz2)

for some / = 1.zz.  Since -nE- = zr ° \ph, it follows that either (9 h) °

4i'h(\zi) ̂  (9a/2) ° ty'h(z2) for some multiorder a or 7r„ ° ^á(zi) "£ tyh° ^('3)«

Now either case implies that "/^(z,) =£ \^(z2). This establishes that i¡i'h is

injective.

We now show that ty'h is surjective.  Suppose that \p'h(E'(£l)) =£ £2ft. Then

\jj'h(E'(£l)) is open in £2ft and there exists z G £2ft O 9(i/^(F'(£2))).  Let {z„} be a

sequence in \¡/'h(E'(Q,)) converging to z.  For each n = 1, 2, ... let wn =

(i//J,)-1(zn) (this is well defined since \p'h is injective). Since h ° \p'h = hE>, we

have that d'„(wn) = t(/V> wn) = t(A, z„) = dh(zn) for all zz. Now Um„^00dft(z„)

= dft(z) > 0 since z G £2„; on the other hand lim^^d^fw,,) = 0. This contra-

dicts the fact that d^(vv„) = dh(zn) for all zz.  Hence i//J,(F'(£2)) = £2h.  Since

ip'h is a local biholomorphism, we have that \¡/'h is a biholomorphism onto \ph.

This completes the proof. Note that {bahE>: a is any multiorder} U {nE'.: / = 1,

. . . , zz} separates points in F'(£2).

Lemma 2.17 together with Theorem 2.15 imply that £2ft is an envelope of

holomorphy for £2. Thus any Riemann domain has an envelope of holomorphy

which is a direct limit of Riemann domains.  For a construction of an envelope

of holomorphy which proceeds like this see Theorem 5.4.5 of [12, p. 128], which

is basically the analog of Theorem 1.5 (in [12, 5.4.5], 0(£2) separates points and

all functions holomorphic in £2 are simultaneously analytically continued by

forming power series expansions).

Lemma 2.18. Let übe a Riemann domain and let Ö(£2) be preordered by

< (where < is defined in 2.2). Then there exists a function h G Ö(£2) such that

f<hforallfGÛ(Çl).

Proof.  Let h be the function of Lemma 2.17 and let O/'J,)-1 be the

inverse of the biholomorphism i//ft. Then the diagram

£2A-^^F'(£2)^¿-^£2/

id

*E'

id

*/

C" —-—>   C —iii—► C"
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is commutative for every f G Û(Sï). Let \¡Jhf = i/y- ° (^'„T1 ■ Then the diagram

above and the diagram preceding Lemma 2.10 show that the local biholomorphism

4>hf is a connecting map in the sense of Definition 2.2. Therefore /< ft for all

/G 0(£2), which proves the lemma.

Theorem 2.19. Let SI be a Riemann domain.   Then SI, the projective

limit space of the projective spectrum {Sip 4>fg}, can be given the structure of a

Riemann domain so that SI is an envelope of holomorphy for SI.

Proof.   Let ft be the function of Lemma 2.17. Then Lemma 2.18 shows

that 0(SI) is a directed set with < and that {ft} is cofinal in Ü(£2).  By 2.7 of

[8, p. 431] the map ph: SI —* Slh is a homeomorphism (where ph is the restric-

tion of ph : ny£2y —► Slh to £2).  For any z G £2 let pÁz) = z*.  Then nÁz*) =

nn(zh) for all/G Ü(£2). By 2.5 of [8, p. 430] there exists a map n: £2 —► C"

such that the diagram

—     Ph     _
£2 —^£2,,

Cn _Íá_,Cn

is commutative.  Since ph is a homeomorphism, it follows that n is a local

homeomorphism.  If we give £2 the complex structure induced by it , then ph is a

biholomorphism since the topology in £2 is compatible with the complex structure

determined by n. Thus £2 is an envelope of holomorphy for £2. This completes

the proof.

Since £2 and £ (£2) are both biholomorphic to Slh we have that /: £2-*■

S(Si) is a biholomorphism, which gives

Corollary 2.20. Let SI be a Riemann domain.  Then £2 = S(£2) =

£'(£2).

Remarks.  £'(£2) corresponds to the notion of "durchschnitt" of the family

{£2^} given in [1, p. 11] (compare [6, p. 622]).  It can occur, when 0(£2) does

not separate points, that £2 is nonschlicht, but £2 C C" (see [3, p. 177]). An

example where £2 C C" and a nonschlicht Sí is explicitly represented is given in

[5, p. 428]. This phenomenon shows why in Definition 2.2 we cannot require

that \]/fg be injective.

The constructions in [7] and [15] of an envelope of holomorphy for an

arbitrary Riemann domain could be used to give a constructive definition of

envelope of holomorphy.  Here we shall use Theorem 2.19 to make the following
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Definition 2.21. Let £2 be a Riemann domain. Then the projective limit

space, £2, of the projective spectrum {£2^-: i//^ } (where Ö(£2) is preordered by <

as in Definition 2.2) is an envelope of holomorphy for £2. Any complex manifold

which is biholomorphic to £2 is also an envelope of holomorphy for £2.

Remark.   Note that the uniqueness up to biholomorphism of envelopes of

holomorphy of the same Riemann domain, first proved in [7], is an easy con-

sequence of Lemma 2.18.

III. Applications. The projective limit space representation of the envelope

of holomorphy for a Riemann domain immediately gives the following theorems.

Theorem 3.1. //zr(£2) is bounded, then zT(£2) is bounded; in particular, if

nf(nf) is bounded for some f G Ö(£2), then ñ(ñ) is bounded.

Proof. If rr(£2) is bounded, then there is a function g defined in a ball

B D zr(£2), such that Bg = B.  Then g ° n will be holomorphic on £2 with £2g0 n =

B.  Since zT(£2) = Dy7r^(£2y), the result follows.

Theorem 3.2. Iftfis injective,(l) then C\ftf(Jlf) is an envelope of holomor-

phy for £2.

Proof.   If zr is injective, then it is a biholomorphism. Thus, since £2 is an

envelope of holomorphy for £2, the image of £2 under zr, rLzry(£2A is also an

envelope of holomorphy for £2.

A geometric characterization of those domains in C" possessing schlicht

envelopes of holomorphy is still not known. However, a sufficient condition for

£2 to be schlicht is that 5T(£2) be simply connected.

We now consider the notion of envelope of holomorphy of any connected

subset of a Riemann domain £2, which was introduced in [11] for arbitrary

subsets of a Stein manifold.

Let S be a connected subset of the Riemann domain £2 where Ö(£2) separates

points, and let {Ua: a GI} be a fundamental system of open connected neighbor-

hoods of S, which is assured by the local connectivity of £2. We preorder / by

a > ß if and only if UaCUß. In [11, p. 510] they show that if a > ß then

there exists a local biholomorphism \paß: Ua —* Uß such that zrjj ° i//a/3 = TTa where

Ua and Uß are the envelopes of holomorphy, in the sense of Rossi [15], for Ua

and Uß respectively.  In [11] the envelope of holomorphy of S, S, is defined to

be the spectrum of the algebra 0(S) (S is the set of nonzero continuous homomor-

phisms of the algebra 0(S) into C, where 0(S) = {f\S: fG 0(UJ for some a G

/} is a direct limit space). Then S is characterized as the projective limit space of

(!)When n is injective, SI is said to be schlicht and ti(Sl) is often called the schlicht

envelope of holomorphy of SI.
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the projective spectrum {Ua: tyaß}- Let g: S —► S be point evaluation. The set

S is said to be holomorphically convex if g(S) = S and if g is injective. Using

this definition, Cartan's Theorems A and B are proved in [11] for coherent ana-

lytic sheaves on a compact holomorphically convex subset of a Stein manifold.

The projective limit space representation is crucial in doing this.  For this and

other results which depend on this representation see [11] and [18].

We shall now show that the envelope of holomorphy of an arbitrary con-

nected subset S of a Riemann domain as defined in [11] is homeomorphic to the

projective limit space of "Riemann surfaces" of functions in 0(S), the analog of

Definition 2.21 for arbitrary sets. Using this fact we then give a characterization

of connected holomorphically convex subsets of a holomorphically convex Riemann

domain £2 (it should be pointed out that in [11] £2 need not be a Riemann

domain).

Let £2 be a holomorphically convex Riemann domain and let S be any con-

nected subset of £2. We preorder 0(S) as follows: g </if and only if (1) there

exist domains Ua and Uß, where S C Ua C Uß,fG 0(Ua) and g G 0(Uß), and if

(2) there exists a local biholomorphism #,_: (Ua)f —+ (Uß)g ((Ua)f and (Uß)g as

in Theorem 1.5) such that ttg ° \pfg = tip and xg = $fg ° X/ on Ua D Uß. Since

/ is a directed set and can be identified with a subset of 0(S), we have from 2.7

of [8, p. 431] the following

Theorem 3.3. Let SI be a holomorphically convex Riemann domain and

let S be any connected subset of SI.  Then the projective limit spaces of the pro-

jective spectrums {Ua; \paß} and {(Ua)f-, \pfg},where a GI and f G 0(S), are

homeomorphic.

Let S = Um proj/e0(s) (Ua)f and define x-S—>■ S by x(s) = {xf(?Y- fG

0(S)} G S for s G S.   Let ¿y: S —► (Ua\ be the restriction to § of projection

onto the fth factor.

Just as in Theorem 3.3 we can obtain a homomorphism y: S —► S such that

y°g = X- Thus each / G 0(S) lifts to S since for every / there exists /satisfying

f=foXf = ToPf°x=:fop-f0y0g

in 5.

Let ttj: S —*£2 be the map tt of 2.2 in [11, p. 510] (irg is the composi-

tion of the natural map from 5 into £2, the spectrum of 0(£2), with a biholomor-

phism from £2 onto £2).

Theorem 3.4. Let SI be a holomorphically convex Riemann domain and

let S be any subset of SI such that S is connected and 7Ty(S ) = S.   Then S is

holomorphically convex in the sense of [11], i.e., g: S —» S is injective and sur-

jective.
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Proof.   Since £2 is holomorphically convex, 0(£2) separates points in £2;

hence 0(S) separates points in S.  This implies that g is injective.

Let z be any point in S. Take any point w G g(S). For each / G 0(S), the

value of the extension of /to (Ua)f at p.* ° y(z) is obtained by analytic continua-

tion of/in a neighborhood of a connected set in £2 containing zrj(z) and zrgi(w).

From the connectivity of 5 and the fact that irg(S) = S, it follows that S is

such a connected set which works for every /  Then it must be that w G g(S)

since 0(S) separates points in S.  The proof is complete.

Remarks.   (1) The notion of envelope of holomorphy of a Riemann do-

main is a formal analogue of the notion of convex hull of a domain in R" in the

following sense.

The convex hull of a domain is the intersection of all convex domains con-

taining the given domain. This can be characterized as the projective limit space

of these convex domains where the connecting maps are identity maps. Further-

more, by 1.5 of [5, p. 417] for each convex domain there exists a C°° convex

function which goes to infinity at each boundary point. Thus the convex hull of

a domain in R" can be realized as the projective limit space of a family of "do-

mains of convexity" for a certain class of convex functions in the given domain.

(2) For an example of a convex function in a domain in R" which does

not extend to a convex function on the convex hull of the domain see [4, p. 80].

The example in [5, p. 428] of a domain in C2 whose envelope of holomorphy is

not spread over a domain of holomorphy shows that the intersection of all do-

mains of holomorphy containing a given domain may not even be a domain of

holomorphic continuation for all holomorphic functions in the given domain.

(3) Explicit formulas for the envelopes of holomorphy for certain connected

sets (Reinhardt sets which need not contain the origin, certain tube sets, and

complete Hartogs sets in C2) are obtained in [5].
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